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Abstract
Introduction: Initial management and diagnosis of
polytrauma patients is provided in the Emergency
Department (ED). The time needed for a trauma
patient’s evaluation in the ED is called time-totreatment and is equal with the patient’s ED
length of stay (ED LOS).
Purpose: The aim of this study was to estimate
polytrauma patients’ time-to-treatment in the ED.
Material and Method: The studied population
consisted of 53 polytrauma patients aged over 14
years old with Injury Severity Score (ISS) >15 who
were transported to the ED of a general hospital
in Athens having complete the whole diagnostic
procedure in the ED from 26/6/2010 until

6/2/2011. Demographic characteristics, vital signs,
types of injuries and their severity (according to
ISS and Revised Trauma Score - RTS), diagnostic
tests and time intervals for each patient were
recorded. Data analysis was performed with the
statistical package SPSS ver. 17.
Results: The mean age of study participants was
43±20 years; with ISS 23±8. Time interval for their
transportation was 59±41 min, while time interval
for their diagnosis in ED and their transportation
to the appropriate department for further
treatment was 372±232 min. Their ED LOS
seemed to be affected in 61.9% by the number of
medical specialists needed for each patient and
the time needed for specialty consulting as well as
the time needed for their diagnostic tests.
Conclusions: It was concluded that polytrauma
patients’ ED LOS, Saturation Pulse Oxygen (SpO2),
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP), ISS and RTS
reflected on their chance of survival.
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Introduction
mergency Department (ED) is the place of a
hospital where emergency cases are
admitted, checked and managed. Acute
myocardial infraction, cardiopulmonary arrest,
allergic shock, stroke, asthma and status
epilepticus are included in emergency cases.
Polytrauma patient is considered to be an
identical case too.1
The mission of emergency departments is to
provide emergency medical services and ensure
survival for patients with urgent health problems.
Initial management and diagnosis of polytrauma
patients is provided in the ED. 2-4
Every patient having multiple trauma, which is
equal with multiple critical injuries on different
anatomical areas of the body, or having Injury
Severity Score (ISS)>15, is considered to be
polytrauma patient.5 ISS is an international scale
of describing, categorizing and estimating the
severity of polytrauma patient’s injuries. Such
scale is Revised Trauma Score (RTS) too.6,7
The time needed for a trauma patient’s primary
and secondary evaluation and management in the
ED is called time-to-treatment and is equal with
the patient’s ED length of stay (ED LOS). During
primary evaluation trauma patient is checked
according to the algorithm ABCDE and during the
secondary trauma surgeon examines patient
during anatomical areas and asks the necessary
diagnostic tests.
Time-to-treatment begins with polytrauma
patient’s admission in the ED and ends by the
time patient has been diagnosed and transported
to the appropriate department for further
treatment.8 This time interval is usually affected
by saturation and increased traffic of the ED.9
The American College of Surgeons suggests that
«golden hour» is the ideal time for evaluation and
management of polytrauma patient.10 Golden
hour represents the first 60 minutes from the
moment of injury and the golden hour theory is
basic principle in Emergency Medical Care
providers.11-15 After all, for several decades rapid
intervention is believed to improve final outcome
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of trauma patients, which is very important since
trauma is considered to be the first cause of death
worldwide for people aged from 0 to 40 years
old.16
Purpose
The aim of the present study was to estimate
polytrauma patients’ time-to-treatment in the ED.
Material and Method
The sample population of the present study
consisted of 53 polytrauma patients aged over 14
years old with Injury Severity Score (ISS)>15 who
were transported to the ED of a general hospital
in Athens and having complete the whole
diagnostic procedure in the ED. Data collection
took place between June of 2010 and February of
2011. Time-to-treatment begun with polytrauma
patient’s admission in the ED and fulfilled with
patient’s transportation to the appropriate
department for further treatment.
Demographic characteristics, time intervals for
transportation and initial treatment, vital signs,
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), types of injuries,
diagnostic tests and ED LOS for each patient were
recorded in a special registration form. The
severity of injuries was evaluated with ISS and
Revised Trauma Score (RTS) and the days of
hospitalization were calculated. The registration
form was developed by the researchers for this
study and the use of it took place under
permission of the Scientific Committee of the
hospital in which the research was conducted. All
rules have been complied with ethics.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was performed by SPSS for
Windows (Version 17) and multiple linear
regression, logistic regression and Spearman’s Rho
correlation coefficient were used as tests.
To find the correlation between quantitative
variables and polytrauma patients’ ED LOS
Spearmans’ Rho criterion was used. Multiple
linear regression analysis was applied to compare
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the impact of the explanatory variables to
polytrauma patients’ ED LOS. To find the
correlation between severity variables (age, SpO2,
SAP, ISS, RTS and ED LOS) and patients’ outcome
(survival or death) univariate logistic regression
analysis was applied and factors having p>0.01
were excluded. Factors having p≤0.01 were edited
with multiple logistic regression analysis and
those having p <0.05 were assessed. The
statistical significance was p<0.05.
Results
Descriptive
The sample studied consisted of 53 polytrauma
patients; 81.1% (n=43) were men. 75.5% (n=40)
were Greek people and the rest were foreigners.
The mean age of the study participants was 43±20
years and the severity of injuries was according to
ISS 23±8 and RTS 7.38±1. Regarding the cause of
injury, 17% (n=9) of the sample had a fall from
height, 18.9% (n=10) was entrainment by a
moving vehicle, 34% (n=18) had motorcycle
accident and 15.1% (n=8) had a car accident.
According to the results of the study 9.4% (n=5) of
patients involved in a motorcycle or car accident
had a helmet or a safety belt on. Moreover, 15.1%
(n=8) of patients had extensive burns (2 cases),
beating injuries (5 cases) and electrocution
followed by fall from height (1 case). The mean
transportation time to the ED was 59±41 min.
When patients admitted to the ED their heart rate
(HR) was 101±22 bpm, their O2 saturation(SpO2)
was 93±7% with respiratory rate (RR) 29±6/ min
and their Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) was
88±20 mmHg with Systolic Arterial Pressure (SAP)
123±30 mm Hg. Study population’s level of
consciousness was estimated according to GCS
and their score was 13±3. The diagnostic tests
used to evaluate patient’s condition were:
abdominal ultra sound examination (u/s) and xrays for 66% (n=35) of the sample. The time
needed to complete the above examinations was

40±17 min in radiology department. A whole body
Computed Tomography scan (CT whole body) was
used for 47.2% (n=25) of the participants, 18.8%
(n=10) of the sample had no CT scan, while the
remaining 33.9% (n=18) had a focused CT scan on
selected anatomical regions of their body. Time
consumed in the CT department for patients’
examination was 35±20 min. The total time
needed for all imaginary studies (u/s, CT, x-rays)
for patients was 68±27 min. Regarding the
interventional medical procedures: 17% (n=9) of
the sample were intubated either in ED or during
admission, 20.8% (n=11) had a central venus line
(CVL), while 1.9% (n=1) had a pleur evac, 18.9%
(n=10) of the studied population had a nasogastric
tube and 67.9% (n=36) had an urine catheter.
Suturing of lacerations was performed in 35.8%
(n=19) of patients. The complete diagnostic
control of polytrauma patients usually included
examinations by chest surgeons, neurosurgeons,
maxillofacial surgeons and orthopaedic surgeons.
Rarely a plastic surgeon, ophalmologist and
urologist were needed. The time consumed for
patients’ examinations by all necessary specialists
was 121±100 min. The total ED LOS of polytrauma
patients was estimated to be 372±232 min. After
their stay in ED, 13.2% (n=7) of patients were
admitted in a clinical department of the hospital,
54.7% (n=29) were admitted in intensive care unit
(ICU), 30.2% (n=16) were transferred to the
operating room in an emergency basis and 1.9%
(n=1) died during their management in ED. The
final outcome of patients was: death, for 18.9%
(n=10) during their hospital stay and discharge, for
81.1% (n=43) of the sample studied.
Statistics
By applying linear regression analysis, it was
revealed that where the ED LOS was examined in
relation with all the indicators of vital signs (VS),
patients’ ED LOS was affected marginally by MAP
(p=0.045). Specifically, it was revealed that for
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every increasing unit of MAP of patients, ED LOS
was increased 3.5 times (Table 1). Additionally,
with the same method of linear regression
analysis, by modifying the variables that
represent:
 The number of medical specialists that should
examine patients and the necessary time for
their examination,
 The number of necessary x-rays for patients’
diagnosis and the time needed for them along
with the abdominal u/s,
 The time needed for the completion of CT scan
requested for each patient and
 The total duration of diagnostic examinations
carried out in ED for each patient it was
concluded that ED LOS was affected to a rate
of 61.9% (p=0.029).
The greatest influence in ED LOS of polytrauma
patient seemed to be the duration of x-rays and
u/s studies (p= 0.028), the duration of CT studies
(p=0.028) and the total time spent to complete
diagnostic examinations in each case (p=0.026)
(Table 2).
According to Spearmans’ Rho criterion it was
estimated that polytrauma patients’ ED LOS was
influenced directly by patients’: SpO2 (p=0.017),
RTS (p=0.048), the duration of CT scan (p=0.002),
the total duration of diagnostic examinations
asked in each case (p=0.004), the number of
medical specialists needed to evaluate each
patient (p=0.001) and the waiting time for
evaluation of all medical specialists (p=0.002)
(Table 3).
The factors examined for influencing patients’
outcome by applying multivariate logistic
regression were the following: age, SpO2, SAP, ISS,
RTS and ED LOS.
Factors found having statistically significant
difference (p<0.05) and affect patients’ outcome
were:
 ED LOS. Increased ED LOS decreased by
0.352 times patients’ chance of survival.
 SpO2. Patients with SpO2 less than 96% had
1,389 times greater chance of dying.
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 SAP. Increased SAP by 10 mm Hg increased
the chance of survival by 1,746 times.
 ISS. Increased ISS by 1 unit decreased the
chance of survival by 4,367 times.
 RTS. Increased RTS by 1 unit decreased the
chance of survival by 3,119 times (Table
4).
Discussion
The results of the present study showed that by
modifying the number of medical specialists that
were needed to evaluate patients and the waiting
time to complete the evaluation, ED LOS was
affected by 61.9% (p=0.029). Also, it was
concluded that factors influencing polytrauma
patients’ ED LOS were the number of x-rays and
the time needed to complete them in each
patient along with the abdominal u/s (p=0.028),
the time needed for CT scan (p=0.028) and the
total time for the diagnostic tests (p=0.026).
Moreover, patients’ RTS (p=0.048) and SpO2
(p=0.017) were proved to affect directly their ED
LOS. Last but not least, our study revealed that
polytrauma patients’ survival was greatly
influenced by SpO2 (p=0.049), SAP (p=0.003), ISS
(p=0.002), RTS (p=0.019) and ED LOS
(p=0.001).Moreover, we have come across some
interesting results about the impact of specialty
consulting on polytrauma patients’ treatment in
the ED and on their ED LOS.
In a study conducted by Mowery et al., 17 it
was estimated that for each medical specialist’s
assessment of the patient, 30 min was added in
the ED LOS. Though, in Austria and in Germany
the polytrauma patient’s complete management
was provided by a general surgeon –
traumatologist.18-21 In Switzerland and in the
Netherlands, general surgeons not only receive
and evaluate trauma patients but also undertake
and deal with orthopaedic fractures.18
Another similar study that was undertaken by
Margulies et al., 22 showed that provided care in
the ED by a general surgeon – traumatologist that
also deals with orthopaedic fractures, was
advantageous in both time and money, without
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lacking in quality or safety. Similarly, according to
Matsushima et al., 23 the presence of an
emergency surgery specialist offered safe and
rapid response to the admitted trauma patients.
Moreover, in another research conducted by
Handel et al., 24 it was proved that the presence of
a coordinator who examined patients and realized
diagnostic tests before surgeon’s examination in
the ED reduced ED LOS 40 min.
As far as the diagnostic tests, the time needed
to complete them and their impact on polytrauma
patient’s ED LOS, Yoon et al., 25 estimated that
ordering an u/s examination added 4.7 h to
patient’s ED LOS, laboratory tests added 2.1 h,
simple x-rays 1h and CT scan 0.7 h. Additionally, in
the same study nursing or medical consulting also
found to increase ED LOS.
Furthermore, in a study conducted Mowery et
al., 17 it was revealed that ED LOS was affected by
the time needed to complete an MRI in patients
with vertebral fractures. ED LOS for these patients
was between 6 to 16 hours. Also, specialty
consulting was the strongest factor affecting
patients’ ED LOS.
Another similar research that was undertaken
by Davis et al., 26 concluded that performing a CT
scan or other imaginary studies (i.e. angiography)
and the time needed for trauma team to manage
polytrauma patients in the ED increased ED LOS.
On the other hand, the amount of simple x-rays
and specialty consulting for each patient found to
have a lower impact on ED LOS. Wurmb et al.,
27-28
conducted two studies in which they proved
that checking polytrauma patient with CT whole
body lasted 23 min while the use of conventional
protocol, including abdominal u/s, chest x-ray and
CT scan focused in selected anatomical regions of
patient’s body consumed 82 min.
As far as factors affecting trauma patient’s
survival are concerned, Mowery et al.,17
conducted a study in which they estimated that
each additional hour in patients’ ED LOS increased

hospital mortality. Also, the results of the same
study showed that 8.3% of the sample who had
ED LOS between 4 to 5 hours died. More
specifically, for every 3 minutes that ED LOS was
increased the possibility of dying increased by 1%.
Another similar research that was undertaken by
Varma et al., 29 revealed that age over 20 years
old, male sex, ISS>15, multiple injuries, brain
injuries with neurological deficit and additional
dysfunctions were related with early mortality in
patients with vertebral column injuries.
Furthermore, Emircan et al., 30 concluded that:
age, hypotension, abnormal breath rate, high ISS,
low GCS and RTS, blunt trauma and additional
abdominal injuries affected 307 patients’ with
chest injury survival by 50%. In another study
conducted by Eid et al., 31 on patients with brain
injuries, it was found that ISS and hypotension
reduced their chance of survival.
Similarly, Costa et al., 32 proved that as ISS
increased in patients with ISS>15, mortality
increased equally with statistically significant
difference in relation with factors such as age,
forces acted in injured region and total length of
stay in hospital. Moreover, Carr et al., 33 estimated
that each additional hour of patients’ ED LOS
increased possibility of developing pneumonia by
20%.
However, ED LOS was related with mortality in
the first 30 days of hospitalization for non trauma
patients.34-35 Thus, ED LOS of trauma or non
trauma patients is very important and studies
evaluating patients’ time-to-treatment in ED could
be useful tools for improving provided care in this
department.36-38
Conclusions
Polytrauma patients’ ED LOS, which is equal with
their time-to-treatment, was proved to be
influenced by the number of medical specialists
needed to consult each patient along with the
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time needed to complete this procedure and also
the duration of the diagnostic tests realized during
patients’ management. For each unit of MAP
increase of patients, ED LOS was increased 3,5
times. Polytrauma patients’ survival was related
with SpO2, SAP, ISS, RTS and of course ED LOS.
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ΑΝΝΕΧ
Tables
Table 1.Multiple linear regression between variables of vital signs, age and ED LOS.
Vital Signs Variables

B

P

HR

1.167

0.554

SpO2

8.699

0.084

RR

0.075

0.990

MAP

3.498

0.045

GCS

-5.704

0.589

ISS

0.367

0.936

AGE

1.112

0.579

Table 2.Multiple linear regression between variables of registered time intervals and ED LOS.
Variables of Registered Time

B

P

Amount of x-rays

2.481

0.873

X-rays and u/s Duration

-175.549

0.028

CT Duration

-180.606

0.028

176.953

0.026

13.184

0.631

0.485

0.139

Intervals

Total Duration of Diagnostic
Tests
Number of Medical Specialties
Needed
Waiting

Time

for

Specialty Consulting

Medical
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Table 3.Comparative results between registered variables and polytrauma patients’ ED LOS.

Total Duration
SpO2

RTS

CT Duration

of

Diagnostic

Tests

ED LOS

P:0.017

P:0.048

P:0.002

P:0.004

Number

of

Waiting

Time

Medical

for

Medical

Specialties

Specialty

Needed

Consulting

P:0.001

P:0.002

Table 4.Factors affecting polytrauma patients’ survival.
FACTORS

B

P

OR

95% OR

AGE

-0.069

0.086

0.713

0.563-1.016

SpO2

-0.328

0.049

1.389

0.891-2.168

SAP

-0.475

0.003

1.746

0.459-1.491

ISS

0.832

0.002

4.367

2.147-8.992

RTS

1.138

0.019

3.119

1.203-8.085

ED LOS

1.342

0.001

0.352

0.142-0.614
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